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Intracellular magnesium optimizes
transmission efficiency and plasticity of
hippocampal synapses by reconfiguring
their connectivity

Hang Zhou 1,2 , Guo-Qiang Bi 1,2,3,4 & Guosong Liu 5,6

Synapses at dendritic branches exhibit specific properties for information
processing. However, how the synapses are orchestrated to dynamically
modify their properties, thus optimizing information processing, remains
elusive. Here, we observed at hippocampal dendritic branches diverse con-
figurations of synaptic connectivity, two extremes of which are characterized
by low transmission efficiency, high plasticity and coding capacity, or inver-
sely. The former favors information encoding, pertinent to learning, while the
latter prefers information storage, relevant to memory. Presynaptic intracel-
lular Mg2+ crucially mediates the dynamic transition continuously between the
two extreme configurations. Consequently, varying intracellular Mg2+ levels
endow individual branches with diverse synaptic computations, thus mod-
ulating their ability to process information. Notably, elevating brainMg2+ levels
in aging animals restores synaptic configuration resembling that of young
animals, coincident with improved learning and memory. These findings
establish intracellular Mg2+ as a crucial factor reconfiguring synaptic con-
nectivity at dendrites, thus optimizing their branch-specific properties in
information processing.

Modifications in synaptic connectivity play a pivotal role in informa-
tion processing during learning and memory1–6. Previous research has
predominantly focused on connectivity changes in single synapses
during learning and memory, proposing classical paradigms such as
synaptic potentiation and depression1,5,7–10 that contribute to
strengthening and weakening of synapses, respectively. When con-
sidering a group of synapses instead of a single one, learning induces
populational changes in their synaptic connectivity, reshaping the
distribution pattern of synaptic strengths (or weights)3. Such dis-
tribution changes are involved in encoding information during

learning3,11; for instance, in cerebellar Purkinje cells, motor skill learn-
ing induces changes in synaptic weight distribution, which help to
establish task-specific input-output associations, thus perpetuating
the motor skill3,11–13.

Despite the advancementsmade at the single-synapse and cellular
levels, it remains elusive at the dendritic branch level how the synap-
ses,with various presynaptic origins, are organized to generate diverse
computational properties to meet varying demands of information
processing. This inquiry is particularly important because dendritic
branches are the basic unit for information processing in neural
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systems14–28, and branch-specific reorganization of synapses is crucially
involved in learning and memory29–32. Moreover, as aging brains
undergo pronounced alterations to cortical synaptic connectivity,
hallmarked by both reduced synapse number and increased synaptic
weight (and/or structural size)33–37, gaining insights into this question
would advance our understanding of synaptic correlates behind the
progression of brain aging and might inspire new therapeutic
strategies.

By examining synaptic connectivity, our study addresses an
organization principle that orchestrates the synapses at hippocampal
dendritic branches to generate diverse computational properties,
including transmission efficiency, plasticity, and coding capacity. We
reveal that the configurationof synaptic connectivity is a biomarker for
branch-specific synaptic computations, and intracellular Mg2+ is a
crucial regulator of the configuration. Finally, we show evidence in
aging brains and behaving animals supporting the major findings
in vitro.

Results
Diversity of synaptic configuration across dendritic branches
To address the organization principle of the synapses at individual
dendritic branches, we initially investigated the synaptic connectivity
at distal dendrites of primary cultured hippocampal neurons. To
measure presynaptic weight (indicated by vesicular release prob-
ability, Pr) of individual synapses, we utilized a fluorescent indicator of
vesicle turnover, FM1-43, to visualize and quantify the released vesicles
from individual presynaptic boutons in response to 30 single action
potentials (APs) at a frequency of 0.5 Hz (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 1a;
Methods). This approach allows for measuring Pr at a minimum level
of ∼ 0.04, corresponding to one released vesicle per 30 APs. At distal
dendritic branches (0.62 ± 0.21 µm in diameter, mean ± SD), we
observed significant variations in presynaptic weight distribution of
dendritic branches, as indicated by diverse combinations of D and
mean Pr (Pr) (Fig. 1b). Notably, an inverse correlation between D and
Pr can be accurately described by a hyperbolic function, resulting in a
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Fig. 1 | Influence of synaptic configuration on presynaptic release at dendrites.
a Top, an overlaid image of FM1-43+ boutons and MAP2+ dendrites. Bottom, mag-
nification of boxes and 3D pseudo-color images to show FM1-43 fluorescence
(indicative of Pr) of synapses. Punctum height, peak fluorescent intensity. b Plot of
functional synapse density (D) against mean Pr (Pr) at distal dendritic branches
(n = 66, 67 branches from 5, 5 biological repeats). Arrows, the trend towardsDHiPrLo

orDLoPrHi configuration. Inset, plots ofD against 1/Pr (top) and totalPr (ΣPr) against
Pr (bottom). Hyperbolic fitting, R2 =0.87, P <0.0001. Linear regressions, R2 =0.84,
0.0056; P <0.0001, = 0.25. Blue lines/error bands, fitted curves/95% confidence
interval (CI). Biological repeats, individual coverslips of culture. c Shifted Pr dis-
tribution (n = 863, 885 boutons from 5, 4 repeats; two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test, ****P <0.0001).Dashed line indicateswherePr =0.4.d Left, confocal images to
show FM1-43 staining elicited by single AP (1AP) inputs (30AP@0.5Hz) and burst

inputs (6 repetitive trains of 5AP@100Hz burst) in the same boutons. Black and
white arrows, examples of high-Pr and low-Pr boutons. Middle, plot of the release
probability upon bursts (Prburst) against Pr in the same boutons (n = 458, 763
boutons from3, 4 repeats). Dashed line, bisector. Right,ΔPr (=Prburst–Pr) versusPr.
Curve/error band, mean/SEM. e Plots of synaptic configurations (indicated by
D ~Pr combinations) against ΣPr and ΣPrburst (in pseudo color) at individual den-
dritic branches (n = 58, 53 branches from 4, 4 repeats, some branches from b).
fBox-whiskerplot ofΣPr and ΣPrburst atdendritic branches under physiological and
elevatedMg2+ conditions (n = 58, 53 branches from 4, 4 repeats; data from e). Two-
sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests, P =0.0930 (NS), ****P <0.0001. Box borders/
line, quartiles/median;whiskers,minandmax. Sourcedata are provided asa Source
Data file.
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linear correlation between D and 1/Pr (Fig. 1b). We termed the pattern
of synaptic connectivity at individual branches as ‘synaptic config-
uration’, denoted by the D∼ Pr combination. Despite continuous
variations in D∼ Pr combination among branches, for illustrative
purposes, we categorized two extreme patterns as follows: high-D and
low-Pr (DHiPrLo), or conversely, low-D and high-Pr (DLoPrHi), facilitating
the description of the synaptic configuration.

Under diverse synaptic configurations, the total presynaptic
weight per unit area of dendrites (denoted as ΣPr) remained constant
(Fig. 1b, coefficient of variationofΣPrwas0.14). To investigatewhether
ΣPr is always constant, we perturbed the synaptic configuration and
examined its impact on ΣPr. Previously, we discovered that chronic
elevation of extracellular Mg2+ concentration ([Mg2+]o) around a phy-
siological range (0.8–1.2mM) increases functional synapse density38.
Here, we evaluated the effect of changing [Mg2+]o on the synaptic
configuration. By elevating [Mg2+]o in the culture medium from
0.8mM (corresponding to a typical ‘physiological Mg2+ condition’ in
the rodent brain) to 1.2mM (corresponding to an ‘elevated Mg2+ con-
dition’ within physiological range) for 4 h (for rationales for Mg2+

conditions, refer to Supplementary Notes), we observed both an
increase inD and a decrease inPr, resulting in a global shift of synaptic
configurations towards theDHiPrLomode (Fig. 1b). Notably, throughout
this perturbation, ΣPr remained constant across dendritic branches
(Fig. 1b). These findings support the notion that the total presynaptic
weight per unit area of dendrites remains constant, regardless of
varying synaptic configurations.

To understand the influence of [Mg2+]o on the synaptic config-
uration, we analyzed how the Pr distribution of synapses was affected.
Analyses revealed three apparent functional states of synapses based
on the shape of Pr distribution: silent (Pr <0.04), low-Pr (0.04–0.4),
and high-Pr (0.4–1.0) (Fig. 1c). Elevating [Mg2+]o exerted a dual effect
on the strength of vesicle release, reducing the proportion of silent
presynaptic boutons (from 57.93% to 35.03%) and converting some
high-Pr boutons to low-Pr ones. As a result, the percentage of low-Pr
boutons increased from 24.79% to 56.62%, whereas that of high-Pr
boutons decreased from 17.29% to 8.35% (Fig. 1c). These analyses
suggest that during the configurational shift from DLoPrHi to DHiPrLo

following the elevation of [Mg2+]o, the increase in D was primarily
attributed to the conversion of silent boutons into functional ones,
while the decrease in Pr was due to the reduction of high-Pr synap-
ses (Fig. 1c).

In summary, the configuration of synaptic connectivity, as indi-
cated by presynaptic weight distribution, varies across dendritic
branches and can bemodified by alteringMg2+ levels. Notably, despite
the substantial diversity in synaptic configuration, the total pre-
synaptic weight of dendritic branches remains constant.

Impact of synaptic configuration on presynaptic release at
dendrites
We have shown that ΣPr remains constant during basal transmission.
Given the critical role of bursting activity in synaptic computations
during information processing39–47, we further investigated how the
total presynaptic weight during bursting transmission is influenced by
the synaptic configuration. In the hippocampus, naturally-occurred
bursts typically consist of 2–7 APswith inter-spike intervals of 1.5–6ms
under physiological conditions48. Of particular interest are theta
bursts, a specific form of bursts that induce synaptic plasticity and are
relevant to multiple cognitive functions49–51. Theta bursts typically
consist of several trains of high-frequency APs occurring at a theta
frequency. Here, we used 5 APs at 100Hz (referred to as ‘5AP burst’) to
represent bursting activity.

To compare basal with bursting transmission, we measured Pr
and the release probability in bursting transmission (Prburst) in the
same boutons sequentially (Fig. 1d, Methods). We observed a supra-
linear relationship between Prburst and Pr, with the largest difference

(ΔPr) occurring in the middle range of Pr (∼0.1–0.4) (Fig. 1d). When
comparing ΣPr with the total presynaptic weight in bursting trans-
mission (ΣPrburst) at the same dendritic branches, we found intrigu-
ingly that unlike the constant ΣPr, the ΣPrburst was significantly higher
under DHiPrLo configuration than under DLoPrHi configuration (Fig. 1e).
Furthermore, trials with a 4-h elevation of [Mg2+]o from 0.8 to 1.2mM
significantly enhanced ΣPrburst by 161.19% (Fig. 1f, from 0.32 ±0.19 to
0.83 ±0.26), showing a strong positive effect of Mg2+ on presynaptic
weights in bursting transmission. Similar phenomena were observed
when examining other patterns of bursting activity (2–15 APs at 100Hz
per burst) (Supplementary Fig. 1b–f).

Together, synaptic configuration differentially impacts pre-
synaptic release during basal and bursting transmission, with no effect
in basal transmission but a strong regulatory effect in bursting
transmission.

Impact of synaptic configuration on postsynaptic AMPAR and
PSD95 distributions
We next examined postsynaptic properties under varying synaptic
configurations. During synaptic transmission, the postsynaptic weight
of an excitatory synapse is primarily determined by its quantal size (q),
which is influenced by three major factors: the amount of α-amino-3-
hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptors (AMPARs)
anchored to the postsynaptic density (PSD), AMPAR channel con-
ductance, and AMPAR opening probability. Since AMPARs containing
the GluA2 subunits (GluA2*AMPARs) at postsynaptic sites are crucial
for maintaining and scaling basal synaptic transmission52–55, we con-
ducted immunostaining to detect the extracellular epitope of GluA2
and used its quantity at a postsynaptic site ([GluA2]) as an index to
approximate the q. To ensure the GluA2 immunoreactive (GluA2+)
sites from real synapses, we first labeled functional presynaptic
boutons using FM1-43 (to measure their Pr) before conducting
post hoc immunostaining (Methods). The GluA2+ sites juxtaposed
with FM+ puncta were considered to originate from real synap-
ses (Fig. 2a).

At the single-synapse level, we observed a weak positive corre-
lation (R2 = 0.34) between [GluA2] and Pr (Fig. 2a), demonstrating a
coordination between q and its corresponding presynaptic weight.
This coordination suggests that the pattern of postsynaptic q dis-
tribution would resemble the pattern of Pr distribution at dendritic
branches. Indeed, when quantifying the density of juxtaposed FM1-
43+GluA2+ puncta (D), which reports the density of functional
synapses, we found an inverse association between D and the mean
[GluA2] (½GluA2�) of synapses along individual branches (Fig. 2b),
similar to the inverse relationship between D and Pr at presynaptic
sites (Fig. 1b). This relationship can be well fitted by a hyperbolic
function, resulting consequently in a linear correlation between D
and 1/½GluA2� (Fig. 2b). Importantly, despite varying D∼ ½GluA2�
combinations, the total amount of postsynaptic GluA2*AMPARs per
unit area of dendrites (Σ[GluA2]) remained constant across different
branches (Fig. 2b). These findings suggest that the distribution pat-
tern of q correlates with the synaptic configuration (D∼ Pr combi-
nation). When using another biomarker postsynaptic density protein
95 (PSD95), a scaffolding protein closely associated with
AMPARs56–58, to estimate q alternatively, we observed similar results
as those using GluA2 (Fig. 2c, d). Moreover, when changing synaptic
configurations by a 4-h elevation of [Mg2+]o, the distribution pattern
of [GluA2] or [PSD95] was remarkably altered (Fig. 2a, c), and the
combinations of D∼ ½GluA2� and D∼ ½PSD95� at dendritic branches
significantly shifted, maintaining constant Σ[GluA2] and Σ[PSD95]
(Fig. 2b, d).

Together, these findings suggest that synaptic configuration
impacts the distribution pattern of postsynaptic proteins critical for
excitatory synaptic transmission (representing q) while maintaining a
pre-postsynaptic coordination.
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Impact of synaptic configuration on transmission efficiency at
dendrites
Next, we examined how the synaptic configuration affects the synaptic
transmission efficiency of dendritic branches. In basal transmission,
the synaptic transmission efficiency of an individual branch can be
reported by the total strength of excitatory synaptic transmission (that
is, the totalAMPAR-mediated current) upon a singleAP (denotedbyG).
To measure G, we first measured the synaptic weight of excitatory

transmission (w) in an individual synapse, equal to Pr ·q. To precisely
measurewof synapses distributed alongdendrites, bothPr andqneed
to be determined in individual synapses, presently beyond the reachof
current techniques. As a compromise, we directly measured Pr while
indirectly estimatingq by postsynaptic [GluA2] or [PSD95] in dendrites
as shown above (Fig. 2a–d), then further estimated both w of each
synapse and the G of all synapses within the dendritic branch, which is
the sum of w per unit area of dendrites (denoted by Σw) (Fig. 2e,

Σ
Σ

  •
  •

  •
  •

Σ

Σ

Fig. 2 | Influence of synaptic configuration on excitatory synaptic
transmission in dendrites. a Left, confocal images to show juxtaposed FM1-43+

and GluA2*AMPAR+ puncta at example dendritic segments. Right, synaptic [GluA2]
against Pr in single synapses (n = 140, 167 synapses from 3, 3 repeats; linear
regression, R2 =0.34, P <0.0001). Inset, shifted synaptic [GluA2] distribution (two-
sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, ****P <0.0001). b Left, plot ofD against themean
[GluA2] (½GluA2�) of synapses at dendritic branches (n = 26, 42 branches from 3, 3
repeats; hyperbolic fitting, R2 =0.52). Top right, D against 1/[GluA2] (linear regres-
sion, R2 =0.55, P <0.0001). Bottom right, total [GluA2] (Σ[GluA2]) against ½GluA2�
(linear regression,R2 =0.018,P =0.28). c,d Similar to (a,b), but immunostaining for
PSD95 (n = 210, 163 synapses from 4, 3 repeats for c; 65, 62 branches from 4, 4
repeats for d). Two-sided Kolmogorov test (c, inset), **P =0.0019. Linear regres-
sions (c, d), R2 =0.52, 0.55, 0.046, P <0.0001, <0.0001, = 0.0150. Hyperbolic fitting

(d, left), R2 =0.40. e Formulas for estimating quantal size (q’), synaptic weight (w’)
and bursting synaptic weight (w’burst) of single synapses, as well as total basal
strength (G’) and total bursting strength (G’burst) of dendritic branches. f The
relationship between D, q’ and G’ (left; n = 65, 62 branches from 4, 4 repeats) or
G’burst (right; n = 49, 56 branches from 3, 3 repeats) (coded by pseudo color) at
individual dendritic branches (data from separatemeasurements). Insets,G’~q’ and
G’burst ~ q’ associations. The q’ of individual synapses was estimated by post-
synaptic [PSD95]. g Box-whisker plot of G’ and G’burst from physiological and ele-
vated Mg2+ conditions (n = 65, 62, 49, 56 branches from 4, 4, 3, 3 repeats; the same
data as in f). Box borders/line, quantiles/median; whiskers, min and max.
Two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests, **P =0.0016, *P =0.0162. In (a–d), blue
lines/error bands, fitted curves/95% CIs. Source data are provided as a Source
Data file.
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Supplementary Fig. 2a–d). Hereafter, q’, w’ and G’ are used to denote
the estimated q, w and G, respectively. As mentioned above, the
constant Σ[GluA2] and Σ[PSD95] at a dendritic branch suggests a
constant Σq’ (Fig. 2a–d). However, intriguingly, unlike the constant ΣPr
and Σq’, the G’ (Σw’) was lower under the “high-D and low-q’” pattern
than the “low-D and high-q’” pattern, meaning thatG’was lower under
DHiPrLo than DLoPrHi configuration (Fig. 2f, Supplementary Fig. 2b–e).
The total strength of synapses in bursting transmission (G’burst, Fig. 2e)
showed a weak trend being lower under the “high-D and low-q’” pat-
tern than the “low-D and high-q’” pattern. However, this trend was not
as uniform as G’ but instead highly variable in the medium range of q’
(at 100–300) (Fig. 2f). Intriguingly, when we altered synaptic config-
urations by elevating [Mg2+]o, the general effect was to substantially
suppress the average G’ of dendritic branches by 34.73% (from
39.51 ± 21.54 to 25.79 ± 12.08) (Fig. 2g).

Collectively, these data suggest that the synaptic configuration
has a substantial impact on the transmission efficiency in basal trans-
mission at individual dendritic branches. The transition of synaptic
configurations from DLoPrHi to DHiPrLo decreases basal transmission
efficiency.

Impact of synaptic configuration on postsynaptic Ca2+ signals in
dendrites
While the synaptic configuration affects transmission efficiency, how
does it relate to synaptic plasticity at dendritic branches? To address
this question, we first examined how synaptic configuration influences
the distribution of postsynaptic Ca2+ signals that are essential for the
generation of synaptic plasticity.

To start, using a genetically encodedCa2+ indicator (GCaMP6f), we
measured both Pr and spine Ca2+ influx during basal transmission (that
is, single AP-evoked Ca2+ influx through spines) at the same synapses
(Methods) and found that they were positively correlated (Fig. 3a).
Thus, spine Ca2+ influx of synapses may distribute along dendritic
branches in a similar pattern as the Pr. To examine this possibility, we
quantified functional synapse density D and the Ca2+ entry through
individual spines (denoted by wCa) (Fig. 3b). As expected, D and the
mean wCa of spines (wCa) were inversely correlated, resulting in con-
stant total wCa at per unit area of dendrites in basal transmission
(ΣwCa) (Fig. 3c). Thus, the distribution ofwCa showed “high-D and low-
wCa” and “low-D and high-wCa” patterns under the DHiPrLo and DLoPrHi

configurations, respectively (similar to q’ distribution patterns, see
Fig. 2b, d).

Given the crucial role of bursting activity in synaptic plasticity
induction, we examined how synaptic configuration influences spine
Ca2+ influx in bursting transmission. By measuring both the 1AP- and
burst-evokedCa2+ influx (wCa andwCaburst) in the same spines (Fig. 3b),
we observed a supralinear-like association between wCaburst and wCa

(Fig. 3e), and consequently, medium-wCa spines (~ 10–15 in value)
showed larger ΔwCa (that is,wCaburst -wCa) than others (Fig. 3e, inset),
similar to the result of Pr and Prburst (Fig. 1d). These findings suggest
that medium-wCa spines can better distinguish bursting activity from
basal activity. At the branch levels, the total burst-induced Ca2+ influx
(ΣwCaburst)washigher underD

HiPrLo thanDLoPrHi configuration (Fig. 3f),
alike presynaptic ΣPrburst (Fig. 1f).

Moreover, when altering synaptic configurations by a 4-h eleva-
tion of [Mg2+]o from 0.8 to 1.2mM, we observed both increased D and
decreased wCa at dendritic branches, reshaping wCa distribution
towards the “high-D and low-wCa” pattern while maintaining constant
ΣwCa (Fig. 3c, f, g, from 8.09 ± 1.23 to 8.44 ± 1.41). During this config-
urational transition, a significant portion of spines got converted from
inactive (no detectable Ca2+ influx) to active (Fig. 3d). Notably, like the
Pr redistribution (Fig. 1c),wCa also underwent a similar redistribution,
showing a remarkable reduction of both Ca2+-inactive spines and large-
wCa ones, as a result, the majority of spines becamemedium-wCa ones
(within the range of 0–15) (Fig. 3d). By contrast, during bursting

transmission, the ΣwCaburst of dendritic branches was significantly
increased by 84.10% (Fig. 3f, g, Supplementary Fig. 3a, from
16.29 ± 6.36 to 29.99 ± 9.55), similar to the results of ΣPr and ΣPrburst
after such configurational transition (Fig. 1e, f).

Together, these results indicate that postsynaptic Ca2+ sig-
nals essential for synaptic plasticity induction are correlated with the
synaptic configuration. The transition of synaptic configurations from
DLoPrHi to DHiPrLo increases bursting Ca2+ influx in dendritic branches,
suggestive of enhanced synaptic plasticity.

Impact of synaptic configuration on postsynaptic GluN2B
distribution
We proceeded to investigate the molecular basis of the observed
properties of postsynaptic Ca2+ activity. Since vesicle release-induced
spine Ca2+ influx is primarily mediated by N-methyl-D-aspartate
receptors (NMDARs)59,60, the observed spineCa2+ influx (Fig. 3a–g)may
be largely induced by the opening of postsynaptic NMDARs. Indeed,
utilizing GluN2B subunit-specific pharmacological inhibition with
Ro25-6981, we confirmed that GluN2B-containing (GluN2B*) NMDARs
accounted for 87.12 ± 3.59% of 1AP-evoked Ca2+ entry (Fig. 3h, Meth-
ods). For a single synapse, its postsynaptic Ca2+ entry in synaptic
transmission (that is, wCa) is determined by the product of Pr and the
quantal release-induced Ca2+ current through postsynaptic NMDARs
(denoted by qNMDAR), thus the ratio of wCa/Pr should quantitatively
approximate qNMDAR (denoted by q’NMDAR). Notably, q’NMDAR was
negatively associated with Pr for individual synapses (Fig. 3i). During
the configurational transition from DLoPrHi to DHiPrLo by elevating
[Mg2+]o, q’NMDAR increased while Pr decreased in single synapses,
maintaining their inverse association (Fig. 3i). Meanwhile, this transi-
tion also caused a decrease in Pr and an increase in Σq’NMDAR at indi-
vidual dendritic branches (Supplementary Fig. 3b), suggesting higher
expression levels of postsynaptic GluN2B*NMDARs.

To further verify the expression levels of GluN2B*NMDARs in
dendrites, we directly examined the distribution of postsynaptic
[GluN2B*NMDAR] of individual synapses along dendritic branches. To
visualize postsynaptic GluN2B subunits, we transfected a green fluor-
escent protein-tagged GluN2B (GluN2B-GFP) vector61 in conjunction
with a red fluorescent indicator (mKate2) to label spine and dendrite
morphology (Fig. 3j, Methods). The fluorescence ratio of GFP against
mKate2 was used to estimate the concentration of transfected GluN2B
subunits in spines ([GluN2B]Sp) (Fig. 3j), which also
approximates qNMDAR. By measuring Pr and [GluN2B]Sp of the same
synapses, we found that they were inversely associated (Fig. 3j).
Moreover, when shifting synaptic configurations from DLoPrHi to
DHiPrLoby anelevationof [Mg2+]o, suchan inverse association remained
but [GluN2B]Sp increased (Fig. 3j), indicating that spine GluN2B levels
in dendritic branches are higher under DHiPrLo than DLoPrHi

configuration.
These findings (Fig. 3) suggest that the synaptic configuration

determines synaptic plasticity of individual dendritic branches, given
the crucial role of bursting Ca2+ signals through postsynaptic
GluN2B*NMDARs for synaptic plasticity62–65.

IntracellularMg2+ regulates synaptic configuration by inhibiting
release probability
The above findings suggest that the synaptic configuration is a sig-
nificant biomarker indicating the computational features of synapses
at individual dendritic branches, including synaptic transmission effi-
ciency and synaptic plasticity. Notably, chronically altering [Mg2+]o can
effectively modify synaptic configurations. We next explored the
molecular mechanisms underlying the Mg2+-mediated regulation of
synaptic configuration. Previously, we have shown that intracellular
Mg2+ concentration ([Mg2+]i) determines the functional synapse
density38, inspiring us to hypothesize that the effect of [Mg2+]o on the
synaptic configuration is mediated by changes in [Mg2+]i. To test this
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hypothesis, we utilized a chemical fluorescent probe called Magne-
sium Green acetoxymethyl ester (MgGrn) to visualize and quantify
[Mg2+]i

38. Interestingly, altering [Mg2+]o did not immediately impact the
synaptic configuration; however, it was followedby significant changes

in [Mg2+]i after 4–6 h (Fig. 4a). The temporal correlation between
[Mg2+]i and the synaptic configuration suggests that [Mg2+]i may be
responsible for mediating the changes in configuration observed. To
further investigate this, we administered imipramine, a compound
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dendrites. a Left, spine Ca2+ influx (GCaMP+) and Pr (FM5-95+) of synapses. Right,
integrated spine Ca2+ (wCa) against Pr (n = 101, 127 synapses from 3, 3 repeats).
Curve fitting, wCa= 31.10•Pr0.55–3.95 (R2 =0.76). b Left, GCaMP+ dendrites. Right,
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Ca2+ spines. c Left, synapse density (D) againstwCa in dendrites (n = 24, 23 branches
from 3, 3 repeats; hyperbolic fitting, R2 =0.80). Top-right, D versus 1/wCa (linear
regression, R2 =0.81, P <0.0001). Bottom-right, totalwCa (ΣwCa) versuswCa (linear
regression, R2 <0.0001, P =0.97). d Shifted wCa distribution (n = 193, 156 spines
from 4, 3 repeats; two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, ****P <0.0001).wCa(-), no
Ca2+ influx. Dashed line, wCa= 15. e Integrated burst-evoked Ca2+ (wCaburst ) against
wCa in single spines (n = 59, 81 spines from3, 3 repeats). Dashed line, bisector. Inset,
ΔwCa (=wCaburst -wCa) against wCa. Curve/error band, mean/SEM. f Relationship
between D, wCa, ΣwCa and ΣwCaburst at dendrites (n = 24, 23 branches from c).
g Comparison of ΣwCa and ΣwCaburst of individual branches (n = 24, 23 branches

from f; two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests, P =0.73, ****P <0.0001). h Top,
evoked spine Ca2+ before and after GluN2B blockade. Traces, averaged 30 sweeps
from 441 spines. Bottom-left, integrated Ca2+ (n = 441 spines from 7 repeats; two-
sidedKolmogorov–Smirnov tests, ****P <0.0001). Bottom-right, percentages. i Plot
of q’NMDAR (=wCa/Pr) against Pr (n = 101, 127 synapses from a). Inset, distribution
(two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, ****P <0.0001). Curve fitting, wCa /Pr =
20.25•(1/Pr)0.43 (R2 =0.18). j Left, juxtaposed FM5-95+ boutons and GluN2B-GFP+

spines. Arrowheads/asterisks, high-Pr–low-[GluN2B] or low-Pr–high-[GluN2B]
synapses. Right, spine [GluN2B] versus Pr (n = 102, 110 synapses from 3, 3 repeats).
Inset, [GluN2B]Sp distribution (two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests,
****P <0.0001). Curve fitting, [GluN2B]Sp =0.0987•(1/Pr)0.45 (R2 =0.16). In (a, c, i, j),
blue lines and error bands, fitted curves and 95% CIs. In (g, h), box borders/line,
quantiles/median; whiskers, min/max. Source data are provided as a Source
Data file.
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known to increase [Mg2+]i by regulating Na+/Mg2+ antiporters66, allow-
ing us to test the effect of increased [Mg2+]i on synaptic configurations
without altering [Mg2+]o. As expected, imipramine induced changes in
the synaptic configuration accompanied by an elevation of [Mg2+]i

(Fig. 4a). These findings suggest that [Mg2+]i plays a crucial role in
controlling the synaptic configuration.

To elucidate how [Mg2+]i regulates the synaptic configuration
(that is, the D∼ Pr combination), we first examined the relationship

Σ

Fig. 4 | IntracellularMg2+ regulates synaptic configurationby inhibiting release

probability. aTime-courses of changes in synaptic configuration and ½Mg2+ �i (mM)
in neurites after various treatments (n = 5, 8, 10, 11, 8, 8, 7, 7, 6, 7, 9, 8 repeats for
configuration, 5, 8, 9, 8, 9, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6 repeats for Mg2+). Two-sided unpaired t-
tests (time 4 h vs. 0 h). For ΣPr, P =0.4068, 0.7444, 0.7391; for D,
P <0.0001, = 0.0305, 0.0003; for Pr, P =0.0084, 0.0799, 0.0044; for [Mg2+]i,
P =0.0001, 0.0724, 0.0009. NS, no significance, *P <0.05, **P <0.01, ***P <0.001,
****P <0.0001. b Experimental design for measuring [Mg2+]i and Pr in the same
boutons. c FM4-64+ andMgGrn+ signals in the same boutons. dMeasurement of Pr
and [Mg2+]i (mM) in boutons (n = 204, 444 from 3, 4 repeats). Inset, Pr versus 1/
[Mg2+]i. Double logarithmic fitting, R2 =0.54, P <0.0001. e Measurement of Pr and
½Mg2+ �i (mM) of the boutons at individual branches (n = 55, 56 branches from 4, 4
repeats). f–hConcurrentmeasurement ofPr and 1AP-evokedCa2+ influx in the same

boutons. f Left, images to show evokedCa2+ influx (peakΔF/F0) and FM5-95+ puncta
(maskedbyGCaMP+ axonmorphology) in the sameboutons. Top-right, peakΔF/F0,
Ca2+ traces, FM5-95+ puncta, and Pr values in the same boutons. Bottom-right,
percentage of boutons undergoing Ca2+ influx, referred to as Ca2+(+), and vesicle
turnover (Pr ≥0.04) (n = 3 repeats). ΔF/F0 puncta and Ca2+ traces were averaged
from 30 repeats. Band over traces, SEM. g Plot of Pr against [Ca2+]evoke (the
amplitude of 1AP-evoked Ca2+ influx) in boutons (n = 243 boutons from 5 repeats,
physiological Mg2+ condition). Inset, logarithmic plot. Line, double logarithmic
fitting, R2 =0.19, P <0.0001. h Similar to (g) but using working solution containing
[Ca2+]o 4.8mMand [Mg2+]o 1.2mM (ratio 4:1) (n = 146boutons from3 repeats). Line,
double logarithmic fitting, R2 =0.33, P <0.0001. Data are mean± SEM. Source data
are provided as a Source Data file.
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between [Mg2+]i and Pr in the same presynaptic boutons (Fig. 4b;
Methods). Under a physiological Mg2+ condition ([Mg2+]o 0.8mM),
[Mg2+]i exhibited remarkable variations among boutons (Fig. 4c, Sup-
plementary Fig. 4). Strikingly, Pr was inversely correlated with [Mg2+]i
in individual boutons (Fig. 4c, d). When elevating [Mg2+]o from 0.8 to
1.2mM for 4 h, mean [Mg2+]i (½Mg2+ �i) of boutons increased from
396.34 ± 205.12 to 597.53 ± 175.41μM (mean ± SD) and the distribution
of [Mg2+]i in boutons was shifted; concurrently, the Pr distribution was
significantly shifted, but the inverse relationship remained (Fig. 4d).
These results demonstrate a negative correlation between Pr and
[Mg2+]i in single boutons. In addition, we further confirmed at indivi-
dual dendritic branches that Pr and ½Mg2+ �i of the boutons were
negatively associated (Fig. 4e).

We noticed that this observation differs fromwhat is observed in
large synapses, such as neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) and the
Calyx of Held synapses, where presynaptic Pr is dominantly con-
trolled by single AP-evoked [Ca2+]i (reviewed in67). To compare, we
concurrently measured Pr and single AP-evoked Ca2+ influx in the
same boutons using synaptophysin-fused GCaMP6f (SypGCaMP6f)
for detecting presynaptic Ca2+ activity68,69 and FM5-95, a red fluor-
escence FM dye, for measuring Pr (Fig. 4f, Supplementary Fig. 5). We
observed evoked Ca2+ events in 85% of SypGCaMP6f+ boutons and

66% of these boutons underwent vesicle release (Fig. 4f). Generally,
there was a positive association between Pr and the amplitude of
evoked Ca2+ influx, but this association diminished at the lower range
of Ca2+ influx (Fig. 4g). This observation raises a possibility that the
association between Pr and [Ca2+]i would be stronger when AP-
evoked [Ca2+]i is sufficiently high. Indeed, when single AP-evoked
[Ca2+]i was remarkably elevated by an acute increase in the ratio of
extracellular [Ca2+]o/[Mg2+]o from 1 to 4, the Ca2+ dependency of Pr
became significantly improved (Fig. 4h).

Taken together, [Mg2+]i exerts a significant negative effect on Pr in
small hippocampal synapses.

Intracellular Mg2+ regulates configuration by increasing func-
tional synapse density
Next, we investigated how intracellular Mg2+ regulates the other
parameter of synaptic configuration, functional synapse density D. To
explore this, we examined the correlation between D and the bouton
½Mg2+ �i of synapses within individual dendritic branches. Our findings
revealed a positive association between them, and a 4-h elevation of
[Mg2+]o concurrently increased both D and ½Mg2+ �i (Fig. 5a). These
results suggest that local [Mg2+]i positively correlates with D in a
branch-specific manner. To further understand the underlying

Fig. 5 | Intracellular Mg2+ regulates synaptic configuration by converting small
boutons from silent to functional. a Plot ofD (measured under the 30AP@0.5Hz
stimulation) against bouton ½Mg2+ �i at dendritic branches (n = 55, 56branches from
4, 4 repeats; the same experiment as in Fig. 4e). Logistic growth curve fitting,
R2 =0.59. Blue line, fitted curve. Error band, 95%CI.bConfocal images to showFM1-
43 (indicative of Pr) and post hoc immunostaining of various proteins in the same
boutons (see also Supplementary Fig. 6). c Plot of Pr against [CaSPs] in the same
boutons (n = 121, 94 boutons from 4, 3 repeats). Inset, double logarithmic plot.
Boltzmann-Sigmoidal curve fitting, R2 =0.44. Dashed lines and large dots, the
locations on fitted curvewherePr=0.04 (threshold) and0.4.d Shifteddistribution

of [CaSPs] in boutons (n = 345, 288 boutons from 8, 6 repeats; two-sided
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, ****P <0.0001). Dashed lines, [CaSPs] values when
Pr=0.04 (threshold) and 0.4 based on (c inset). e Plot of [CaSPs] against estimated
bouton size (estimated bymedian-normalized [VGLUT1]) in single boutons (n = 121,
94 boutons from4, 3 repeats). Dashed line, threshold of [CaSPs]. Shade, small-sized
boutons (size < 1). f Plot of Pr against bouton size (n = 121, 94 boutons from 4, 3
repeats).Note themarked increase inProf small-sizedboutons after a 4-h elevation
of [Mg2+]o. Lines, linear regressions (R2 =0.63, 0.14). Shade, small-sized
boutons (size < 1). a.u. in (c–f), arbitrary unit. Source data are provided as a
Source Data file.
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molecular mechanisms, we investigated the expression levels of pre-
synaptic Ca2+-sensitivity-related proteins (CaSPs)70,71, which have been
shown in our previous study to be involved in the conversion of silent
boutons to functional ones through elevated [Mg2+]i

38. We measured
both Pr and the expression level of individual CaSPs within the same
boutons (Fig. 5b, Supplementary Fig. 6). Consistently, we observed a
positive correlation between Pr and the total expression level of CaSPs
([CaSPs], a normalized value, refer to Methods) in individual boutons
(Fig. 5c). Interestingly, there seemed to be an empirical threshold of
[CaSPs] for functional boutons, asmost boutons remained silent when
[CaSPs]wasbelow0.5 (Fig. 5c, inset). Importantly, increasing [Mg2+]i by
elevating [Mg2+]o from 0.8 to 1.2mM for 4 h significantly increased
[CaSPs] in silent boutons, converting them into functional ones
(Fig. 5c, d). Thus, the upregulation ofD by elevated [Mg2+]i is primarily
attributed to the supplementation of CaSPs in originally silent boutons
lacking these proteins.

Considering that the abundance of presynaptic proteins is cor-
related with the structural size of boutons72,73, where smaller boutons
are more likely to lack CaSPs and remain silent, we used the vesicle
protein VGLUT1 as a marker of bouton size (Methods) to examine its
association with [CaSPs] and Pr in the same boutons. Our results
demonstrated a positive association for both [CaSPs] and Pr with
bouton size (Fig. 5e, f). Remarkably, increasing [Mg2+]i substantially
augmented the presence of CaSPs in small-sized boutons, resulting in
the conversion of a significant portion of them from silent to func-
tional (Fig. 5e, f).

Taken together (Figs. 4, 5), these findings demonstrate that
intracellular Mg2+ plays a dual role in regulating the synaptic config-
uration. Firstly, it exerts an ongoing negative effect on vesicle release
(to reduce Pr). Secondly, over a period of hours, elevated [Mg2+]i gra-
dually increases the concentration of presynaptic CaSPs, enabling the
conversion of a substantial number of small-sized, silent boutons into
functional ones (to increase D).

Multiple pathways converge on intracellular Mg2+ in regulating
synaptic configuration
The results presented above demonstrate that intracellular Mg2+ plays
a significant role in regulating synaptic configuration. To further
understand the influence of other major signaling pathways on
synaptic configuration, we investigated the impact of Ca2+ signaling,
neurotrophic factors (such as BDNF), neuroinflammatory cytokines
(such as TNF-α), and cAMP/PKA signaling. For each pathway (exclud-
ing BDNF), we first examined whether reducing the background level
of signaling affected synaptic configuration. If a positive effect was
observed, we then investigated whether moderately upregulating the
signaling pathway caused a shift in synaptic configuration in the
opposite direction. This approach ensured that each identified sig-
naling pathway had physiological relevance.

We initially examined the influence of basal presynaptic [Ca2+]i
(that is, the presynaptic [Ca2+]i at resting condition) on synaptic con-
figuration, as it is known to affect Pr74. Bath application of the NMDAR
blocker AP5 (20μM) or ifenprodil (1μM) reduced basal [Ca2+]i by∼20%
after 10min (Supplementary Fig. 7a, b). This extent of basal [Ca2+]i
alteration should not affect Pr significantly74. Indeed, the Pr was not
significantly changed following 10min of NMDAR blockade (Supple-
mentary Fig. 7c). However, a chronic suppression of basal [Ca2+]i for 4 h
resulted in changes in synaptic configuration towards DHiPrLo

(Fig. 6a, b). Conversely, we examined the effect of bath application of
glutamate, which could increase basal presynaptic [Ca2+]i directly
through activation of presynaptic glutamate receptors and subse-
quently influencePr75.We found that application of ambient glutamate
(5μM) increased basal presynaptic [Ca2+]i by ∼20% after 10min (Sup-
plementary Fig. 7a, b) but this moderate increase did not change Pr
acutely (Supplementary Fig. 7c). However, a 4-h administration of
ambient glutamate at the same concentration significantly shifted the

synaptic configuration towards DLoPrHi (Fig. 6a, b). In both perturba-
tions, ΣPr of dendrites remained constant across branches. These
findings suggest that chronic alterations in basal presynaptic [Ca2+]i
can bidirectionally modify synaptic configurations.

We next investigated the influence of TNF-α signaling on synaptic
configuration. TNF-α signaling is involved in the homeostatic regula-
tion of synaptic transmission76, making it a potential candidate for
regulating synaptic configuration. We found that chronic inhibition of
basal TNF-α signaling by administering recombinant soluble TNF
receptor 1 (sTNFR1, 10 pgml-1) shifted the synaptic configuration
towardsDHiPrLo (Fig. 6c). In contrast, a 4-hmoderate elevationof TNF-α
concentration (100 pgml-1) shifted the synaptic configuration towards
DLoPrHi (Fig. 6c). In both perturbations, ΣPr of dendrites remained
constant across branches. These results suggest that chronic manip-
ulations of endogenous TNF-α signaling around the basal level can
modify the synaptic configuration.

Consistent resultswere obtainedwhenperturbating cAMP/PKAor
BDNF signaling around basal levels. Inhibiting cAMP/PKA or increasing
[BDNF] shifted synaptic configuration towardsDHiPrLo, while activating
cAMP/PKA shifted the configuration towards DLoPrHi (Fig. 6c). Overall,
these pharmacological experiments demonstrate that under physio-
logical conditions, the synaptic configuration can be regulated by
multiple signaling pathways.

An intriguing observation was the concurrent influence of these
pathways on the mean intracellular Mg2+ concentration (½Mg2+ �i)
(Fig. 6a, c, d). This coincidence suggests two possibilities: either these
pathways regulate synaptic configuration and [Mg2+]i in parallel, or
their influence on synaptic configuration is mediated by changes in
[Mg2+]i. Our data support the latter hypothesis, as the changes of
synaptic configuration induced by perturbations of ambient gluta-
mate, TNF-α, or 8-Br-cAMP were counteracted by preventing the
decrease in ½Mg2+ �i through the addition of [Mg2+]o (+0.4mM) or
imipramine (1 μM) (Fig. 6c). Lastly, we pooled the data of synaptic
configurations (D∼ Pr combinations) and their corresponding ½Mg2+ �i
values from various experimental conditions (from Figs. 4a, 6a, c, d)
and found a linear correlation forD andPr with ½Mg2+ �i (Fig. 6e). These
findings collectively suggest that intracellular Mg2+ is a crucial reg-
ulator of synaptic configuration under physiological conditions.

Elevating brain Mg2+ levels modifies hippocampal synaptic
configuration
The above findings demonstrate a regulatory scheme of [Mg2+]i →
configuration → transmission/plasticity of synapses at dendritic bran-
ches in cultured hippocampal neurons. However, it remains unclear if
Mg2+ plays a similar role in intact animals and whether elevating brain
Mg2+ levels can change synaptic configurations in vivo.

To address these questions, it is crucial to identify a reliable
indicator for the synaptic configuration in vivo. Inour in vitro research,
we employed D∼Pr combinations as simplified representation of
diverse synaptic configurations. The configurational transition from
DLoPrHi to DHiPrLo induced by elevated [Mg2+]i involves two concurrent
processes of synaptic weight redistribution: the conversion from silent
to functional synapses and the shift from high-Pr to low-Pr synapses
(Fig. 1c). Consequently, the distribution of synapticweights undergoes
a transition from a wide and long-tailed shape to a narrower distribu-
tion. Therefore, the changes in the shape of synaptic weight distribu-
tion can be taken as an in vivo indicator of synaptic configuration.

Measuring synaptic weights directly in the hippocampus of living
animals is difficult due to technical limitations. As an alternative, we
utilized indirect markers to infer synaptic weights. Synaptic weight
strongly correlates withmultiple parameters that report the structural
size of individual synapses77–82, including the presynaptic active zone
(AZ) area (a robust Pr indicator), the postsynaptic density (PSD) area,
and the spine head volume. Thus, both the AZ/PSD area and the spine
head volume serve as reliable indicators of synaptic weights. Here, we
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quantified the PSDarea and spine headvolume to infer synapticweight
distribution in the hippocampus of animals. Notably, considering that
silent and low-weight synapses are typically small in structural size
(Fig. 5e, f), we expected to observe a subset of putative nonfunctional
synapses with extremely small PSD area and spine head volume.

To modulate synaptic configuration in the hippocampus of living
brains, we developed a Mg2+ compound named magnesium
L-threonate (MgT), whicheffectively elevates brainMg2+ levels through
daily oral intake83. We aimed to compare the distribution of synaptic
weights between animalswith orwithoutMgT treatment. As a baseline,
we examined the PSD area and spine head volume of randomly
selected spiny synapses in the CA1 stratum radiatum (s.r.) of hippo-
campus in aged rats (28months of age) (Fig. 7a). We performed 3D
reconstruction of synapses using serial scanning electron microscopy
images (Fig. 7b, c). Remarkably, both parameters exhibited a

nonuniform and bimodal-like distribution, with synapses pre-
dominantly falling into either the large or small size categories, while
medium-sized synapseswere scarce (Fig. 7d, e, Supplementary Fig. 8a).
Importantly, this long-tailed distribution pattern resembled the dis-
tribution pattern observed under the DLoPrHi configuration in vitro
(Figs. 1–3). Subsequently, we investigated the influence of elevated
brainMg2+ levels on the distribution of structural size of synapses. Age-
matched rats were subjected to daily oral Mg2+ supplementation from
12 to 28months of age by drinking water containing MgT (Fig. 7a).
Interestingly, the distribution pattern of both PSD area and spine head
volume significantly changed inMgT-treated animals, with a reduction
in the number of both small and large synapses, and concurrently, an
increase in medium-sized synapses (Fig. 7d, e). These observations
suggest a significant modification of synaptic configuration in the
hippocampus after elevating brain Mg2+ levels.

Fig. 6 | Multiple pathways converge on intracellular Mg2+ levels in regulating
synaptic configuration. a Time courses of changes in synaptic configuration and
½Mg2+ �i (mM) after various treatments (for timepoints from left to right, n = 6, 7, 8,
8, 6, 5, 6, 5, 7, 6 repeats for configuration measurements, 8, 7, 7, 9, 6, 8, 8, 8, 8
repeats for [Mg2+]imeasurements). Two-sided unpaired t-tests (time4 h vs. 0 h). For
ΣPr, P =0.8979, 0.9945, 0.9370; for D, P =0.0334, < 0.0001, = 0.0015; for Pr,
P =0.0003, 0.0093, < 0.0001; for [Mg2+]i, P <0.0001, < 0.0001, = 0.0109. b Plots of
D against 1/Pr at dendritic branches 4 h after various treatments (n = 81, 42, 64, 57
branches from 7, 5, 6, 5 for control, AP5, ifenprodil and glutamate, respectively).
Solid lines, linear regressions (P <0.0001 for all). Dash-dot lines, bisectors.
c, d Measurements of D, Pr, ΣPr and ½Mg2+ �i 4 h after various treatments (left to

right, n = 9, 5, 6, 5, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 5, 6, 6, 6 repeats). Two-sidedMann-Whitney tests (vs.
control). For D, P =0.0190, 0.0360, 0.0420, 0.0007, 0.0004, 0.0004, 0.4559,
0.8639, 0.6993, 0.1135, 0.3277, 0.4559; forPr, P =0.0070, 0.0048, 0.0010, 0.0002,
0.0004, 0.0004, 0.6070, 0.8639, 0.2977, 0.0076, 0.3277, 0.5287; for [Mg2+]i,
P =0.0010, 0.0004, 0.0010, 0.0021, 0.0360, 0.0256, 0.4559, 0.7756, 0.2238, >
0.9999, 0.3277, 0.3884. e Plot of D, Pr and ΣPr against ½Mg2+ �i at the same time-
points after various treatments (n = 46 various conditions from a, c, d and Fig. 4a;
linear regressions, P <0.0001, < 0.0001, = 0.79). Lines, fitted curves. Error bands,
95%CIs. Data are presented asmean ± SEM.NS, no significance, *P <0.05, **P <0.01,
***P <0.001, ****P <0.0001. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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To assess functional implications of the above ultrastructural
changes, we further measured [PSD95] in individual synapses as a
functional biomarker. Immunostaining on 70-nm tissue slices from the
same hippocampal region of the same rats as described above (Fig. 7a)
allowed us to determine the levels of [PSD95] in synapses, while
VGLUT1 co-staining facilitated the identification of presynaptic con-
tacts (Fig. 7f). Consistently, MgT treatment caused a reduced percen-
tage of both low- and high-[PSD95] synapses, along with an increased
percentage of medium-[PSD95] synapses. Consequently, these chan-
ges narrowed the distribution of [PSD95] to the medium range
(Fig. 7g), aligning with the in vitro observations (Supplementary

Fig. 8b–d). These findings further suggest that synaptic configuration
in the hippocampus was modified following an elevation of brainMg2+

levels.
The above data provide evidence for configurational changes

induced by elevating brain Mg2+ levels, primarily based on the post-
synaptic sites in dendrites. We further examined the critical pre-
synaptic parameter, [CaSPs], that influences presynaptic functional
state and consequently synaptic connectivity as shown above (Fig. 5).
We observed an aging-related decline in [CaSPs] in the hippocampus
and found that treatment with MgT to elevate brain Mg2+ levels pre-
vented this decline (Supplementary Fig. 9). This evidence consistently

Fig. 7 | Brain Mg2+ supplementation modifies synaptic configuration in the
hippocampus. a Experimental design. Tissue samples were collected from
CA1 stratum radiatum (s.r.) of the hippocampus for serial scanning electron
microscopy (S.E.M.) and immunohistology. Note these animals were tested for
learning and memory by water maze before tissue collection (see Supplementary
Fig. 10). b An example of a spiny synapse from serial S.E.M. images at a 70-nm
thickness (n = 7 rats, the same as in c–e). c Examples of 3D-reconstructed synapses
from rats of control and MgT-treated. Note the difference in PSD area (yellow) and
spine head volume (red) between the two groups. Box, the synapse shown in (b).
d, e Distribution of PSD area (d) and spine head volume (e) (n = 165, 187 synapses

from 3, 4 rats for control and MgT groups; two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests,
**P =0.0064, ****P <0.0001). Green lines, distributions of PSD area and spine head
volume in young adult animals (data from refs. 118,119). f Examples of synapses
(juxtaposed contacts) labeled by PSD95 and VGLUT1 on 70-nm ultrathin slices.
VGLUT1 was used to identify presynaptic contacts. Note the difference in PSD95+

puncta between the two groups. g Distribution of [PSD95] in single synaptic con-
tacts from control and MgT-treated rats (n = 438, 682 synapses from 3, 4 rats; two-
sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, ****P <0.0001). Source data are provided as a
Source Data file.
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supports the notion that synaptic configuration in the hippocampus
can be modified by an increase in brain Mg2+ levels.

In addition, we also examined learning and memory of the
same living animals ahead of the above post hoc experiments and
confirmed that the aged animals with chronic MgT treatment showed
better performance in water maze tests as compared to the control
group (Supplementary Fig. 10), indicating improved learning and
memory.

In summary, the above experiments support the hypothesis that
elevating brainMg2+ levels canmodify the synaptic configuration in the
hippocampus of intact animals, coincidentwith improved learning and
memory.

Discussion
Organization principle of synapses along dendrites
In this study, we examined the connectivity of synapses at dendritic
branches and revealed that the synaptic configuration is a significant
biomarker for branch-specific synaptic computations (for a schematic,
Fig. 8a), which are fundamental for information processing in learning
and memory. We directly measured and/or indirectly estimated mul-
tiple biophysical variables in characterizing properties of synaptic
computations (for a full list and description of the variables, see Sup-
plementary Table 1). Here, we summarized the mathematical associa-
tions between these variables to clarify the organizational principle
behind.

First, influence of synaptic configuration on presynaptic proper-
ties. At presynaptic sites, the total presynaptic strength per unit area of
dendrites (ΣPr) during basal transmission remains constant, and
functional synapse density is inversely correlated with Pr, as per

formulae (1) and (2).

D / 1

Pr
ð1Þ

ΣPr =D �Pr =Constant ð2Þ

Second, influence of synaptic configuration on postsynaptic AMPAR-
related properties. At postsynaptic sites, the quantal size, as
approximated by GluA2*AMPAR or PSD95 expression levels, positively
correlateswithPr in individual synapses. The total quantal sizeper unit
area of dendrites (Σq), as approximated by GluA2 or PSD95 density,
remains constant. Notably, the D∼ q relationship mirrors the D∼Pr
combination, as per formulae (3) and (4).

D / 1
q

ð3Þ

Σq =D �q =Constant ð4Þ

Third, influence of synaptic configuration on postsynaptic NMDAR-
related properties. At postsynaptic sites, the NMDAR quantal size
(qNMDAR), as approximated by the expression level of GluN2B*NM-
DARs, negatively correlates with Pr in individual synapses, while
the total qNMDAR per unit area of dendrites (ΣqNMDAR), as repre-
sented by the total amount of receptors, positively correlates
with D, as per formula (5). Consequently, ΣqNMDAR is not
constant but influenced by the synaptic configuration, as per
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Fig. 8 | Summary of an intracellular Mg2+-mediated pathway regulating
synaptic configuration. a Schematic to show that the synaptic configuration is a
biomarker for dendritic branch-specific synaptic computations. Intracellular Mg2+

regulates the configuration and optimizes computational properties of nearby
synapses along individual branches, including transmission efficiency, plasticity,
and coding capacity (see Discussion). b A [Mg2+]i-mediated regulatory pathway
(left, schematic pathway; top-right, regulatory scheme in a bouton). In brief, [Mg2+]i
exerts a dual effect onD and Pr. On the one hand, [Mg2+]i enhances mitochondrion
(Mito) functions by increasing Mito number and membrane potential (ΔΨ)38. This
leads to an increase in intracellular free ATP levels ([ATP]i), promoting the ante-
rograde fast axonal transport (FAT) of CaSPs38. As a result, presynaptic [CaSPs]
increases, converting a remarkable portion of synapses from silent to functional
and increasing D. On the other hand, it has an ongoing negative effect on Pr likely
by competing with intracellular Ca2+ on presynaptic Ca2+-binding proteins (CBPs)

(top-right). Overall, the changes in [Mg2+]i lead to varying synaptic configurations
across individual dendritic branches. Notably, at presynaptic sites, the strength of
vesicle release during bursting transmission is dominantly determined by
both burst-induced facilitation of presynaptic Ca2+ influx and [CaSPs], suggesting a
regulatory scheme: ↑[Mg2+]i →↑ [CaSPs] →↑Prburst. In synergy, the increase in
[ATP]i accompanied by elevated [Mg2+]i can well support the high-energy demand
of vesicle turnover during bursting transmission. Consequently, ↑[Mg2+]i causes
increases in both ΣPrburst and short-term facilitation (STF, =ΣPrburst/ΣPr) at den-
dritic branches. At postsynaptic sites, elevated [Mg2+]i induces an increase in
[GluN2B], enhancing Ca2+ influx via GluN2B*NMDARs in dendritic spines
([Ca2+]burstspine) during bursting transmission. Hence, both pre- and postsynaptic
sites synergize burst-induced synaptic plasticity83,111. Overall, the synaptic config-
uration, crucially regulated by [Mg2+]i, determines branch-specific synaptic com-
putations during information processing.
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formulae (6) and (7).

D / qNMDAR ð5Þ

ΣqNMDAR =D �qNMDAR ≠Constant ð6Þ

ΣqNMDAR / 1

Pr
orD ð7Þ

Fourth, influence of synaptic configuration on AMPAR-mediated
synaptic transmission. With above arrangements, the total transmis-
sion strength of excitatory synapses per unit area of dendrites during
basal transmission (also named the basal gain, G) branch-specifically
depends on the synaptic configuration. The DLoPrHi configuration is
more efficient in basal synaptic transmission than the DHiPrLo

configuration, as per formulae (8) and (9). During bursting transmis-
sion, the total strength of excitatory transmission (also named the
bursting gain, Gburst) also depends on the synaptic configuration, but
with larger variations, as per formula (10).

G =Σw=ΣðPr �qÞ≠Constant ð8Þ

G / Pr or
1
D

ð9Þ

Gburst =Σwburst =ΣðPrburst �qÞ≠Constant ð10Þ

Fifth, influence of synaptic configuration on postsynaptic NMDAR-
mediated Ca2+ signals. During basal transmission, the total spine Ca2+

influx per unit area of dendrites (ΣwCa) remains constant, independent
of the synaptic configuration, as per formula (11). However, during
bursting transmission, the total postsynaptic Ca2+ influx upon a burst is
not constant, depending on the synaptic configuration, as per
formulae (12) and (13).

ΣwCa =ΣðPr �qNMDARÞ≠Constant ð11Þ

ΣwCaburst
=ΣðPrburst �qNMDARÞ≠Constant ð12Þ

ΣwCaburst
/ 1

Pr
orD ð13Þ

In summary, the synaptic configuration influences the total strength of
excitatory transmission and the postsynaptic NMDAR-mediated Ca2+

signals. The DLoPrHi configuration has high basal transmission
efficiency, while the DHiPrLo configuration is more effective in
generating high postsynaptic NMDAR-mediated Ca2+ influx, contribut-
ing to the induction of synaptic plasticity.

Notably, a key aspect of this organizational principle is the inverse
relationship between synapse density and strength. Similar inverse
relationship has been observed in different types of synapses across
species84–87. Such a relationship may hold significant implications for
cognitive functions, because underlying various cognitive processes,
when a single synapse or a cluster of synapses is strengthened (or
enlarged), its nearby synapses within the same dendritic branch may
be weakened (or eliminated), leading to changes in synaptic
connectivity15,29,88–101. Thus, the inverse density-strength relationship
likely represents a fundamental and universal way of synaptic organi-
zation that is crucial for maintaining brain functions (see also Supple-
mentary Notes).

Implications of synaptic configuration to information turnover
Governed by this organizational principle, the synaptic configuration
is likely a significant biomarker for branch-specific information turn-
over (that is, information storage versus erasure) underlying learning
and memory.

Firstly, the synaptic configuration of an individual branch may
determine its functional state favorable for either learning or mem-
ory. Dendritic branches of DLoPrHi configuration are more efficient in
transmitting excitatory currents in basal transmission, suggestive of a
higher efficiency in information transfer; meanwhile, their less
amount of postsynaptic GluN2B*NMDARs reduces the ability of
coincidence detection, thus protecting the current synaptic con-
nectivity against perturbations induced by new learning. These fea-
tures could synergistically contribute to holding the stored
information, which is pertinent to memory. By contrast, dendritic
branches of DHiPrLo configuration present higher burst-induced
postsynaptic Ca2+ signal (ΣwCaburst) through larger number of
GluN2B*NMDARs. Thereby, they are more sensitive in detecting
coincidence and inducing synaptic plasticity to modify the current
synaptic connectivity, favorable for encoding new information from
learning. Therefore, varying configurations define the ability of
nearby synapses in processing information during learning and
memory in a branch-specific manner.

Secondly, the synaptic configuration per se may indicate the
information coding capacity of an individual branch in its present
state (such as before or after learning). It is widely accepted that
synapses with high contrast in strength may crucially contribute to
information representation. Single synapses, as the fundamental
coding units, have varying capacities for information encoding.
According to Shannon’s information theory102, synapses with nor-
malized Pr values have higher information entropy than those with
polarized Pr values. Our calculations of information entropy for
diverse configurations within individual branches showed that

the DHiPrLo configuration has higher density of information entropy

than the DLoPrHi configuration, ranging from 0.77 to 0.10 bits μm-2

(Supplementary Fig. 11). Therefore, the DHiPrLo configuration con-
ceptually has greater coding capacity (or less stored information)

than theDLoPrHi configuration, making it more favorable for encoding
new information from learning.

Thirdly, alterations in synaptic configuration may represent
information turnover. Learning induces branch-specific encoding of
new information, such that it is reasonable to expect a configurational
transition from DHiPrLo to DLoPrHi in relevant dendritic branches after
learning. Indeed, theoretical and experimental studies have demon-
strated at the cellular level such changes in the configuration of
synaptic weight distribution following learning processes3. For exam-
ple, after motor task learning, synaptic weights redistribute across the
dendritic tree of cerebellar Purkinje cells, resulting in both an
increased number of silent synapses and polarized synaptic weights in
the remaining functional synapses13. Such a configurational transition
is also evident by 3D reconstructions through electron microscopy,
revealing strengthened synapses accompanied by weakened nearby
synapses along the same dendrites of Purkinje cells after learning12.
This configurational change is considered crucial for encoding task-
specific input-output associations after motor learning3,13, supporting
our speculation.

Taken together, we propose that the synaptic configuration is a
biomarker indicating the present state of information capacity of an
individual dendritic branch, while dynamic alterations to config-
uration contribute to branch-specific information turnover.
Future studies in behaving animals are required to obtain direct
evidence at the single-synapse resolution regarding the role of
synaptic configuration in information turnover during learning and
memory.
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Intracellular Mg2+ crucially regulates synaptic configuration
In this study, intracellular Mg2+ is identified as a key regulator of
synaptic configuration, revealing a Mg2+-mediated regulatory pathway
under physiological conditions. Here, we summarized and illustrated
this pathway (Fig. 8b) and briefly described it below.

Within individual boutons, intracellular Mg2+ levels ([Mg2+]i)
enhance functions of mitochondria by increasing their density and
membrane potential (ΔΨ), thereby raising intracellular free ATP con-
centration ([ATP]i)

38. The boosted energy supply accelerates ante-
rograde fast axonal transport (FAT) of Ca2+-sensitivity-related proteins
(CaSPs), leading to an increase in presynaptic [CaSPs] to facilitate the
activation of silent boutons (and ultimately an increase in D). Con-
currently, [Mg2+]i exerts a pronounced inhibitory effect on Pr. The dual
effect of [Mg2+]i confers varying configurations for individual dendritic
branches, thus branch-specifically modulating transmission efficiency,
plasticity, and coding capacity of the synapses. Notably, factors other
than intracellular Mg2+ could also regulate the synaptic configuration, as
exemplified by the muscle-selective overexpression of fasciclin II
at NMJs87, the activation of presynaptic p35/p25/Cdk5 pathway in the
hippocampal CA3 recurrent synapses103, and the activation of post-
synaptic CaMKII signaling100. Future studies should aim to explore and
identify additional endogenous configuration-regulating factors in
the brain.

In thisMg2+-mediated regulatory pathway, an interestingfinding is
the substantial negative effect of intracellular Mg2+ on Pr in hippo-
campal synapses. The exact molecular mechanisms underlying this
negative effect remainunclear, but several possibilitieswarrant further
investigation. For example, physiological concentrations of [Mg2+]i
(that is, 1mM) can potentially influence the conformation of the
synaptotagmin-1–membrane complex via its C2 domains104,105, which
may negatively affect vesicle fusion processes. Another possibility is
the peak concentration of presynaptic Ca2+ influx in the immediate
proximity to sensor proteins might be low in a large portion of
synapses; consequently, the [Ca2+]i elicited by a single APmight not be
sufficient to trigger vesicle fusion,making the negative effect of [Mg2+]i
remarkable for these synapses. Additionally, endogenous Ca2+ buffers
havebeen shown tomodulatePr at central synapses106, and in our case,
increased [ATP]i accompanied by high [Mg2+]i

38 could buffer intracel-
lular Ca2+ influx upon a single AP invasion, thereby reducing the sen-
sitivity of Ca2+ in triggering vesicle fusion. These possibilities, among
others, require further investigation in future studies.

Is intracellular Mg2+ a “memory molecule”?
We showed that intracellular Mg2+ crucially regulates the synaptic
configuration at dendritic branches. This regulatory effect suggests
that intracellular Mg2+ may serve as a molecular constituent of infor-
mation turnover at dendritic branches, given the implications of
synaptic configuration to information turnover as discussed above.
First, the present [Mg2+]i levels make the synapses within an individual
branch optimal for either learning or memory. Low [Mg2+]i promotes
the DLoPrHi configuration with the features of “high basal synaptic
transmission efficiency, low plasticity and coding capacity”, favoring
holding information that is critical for memory, while high [Mg2+]i
promotes the DHiPrLo configuration exhibiting “low basal transmission
efficiency, high plasticity and coding capacity”, favorable for encoding
information during learning. Second, reversible fluctuation of [Mg2+]i
between low and high levels causes the configurational transition,
whichmay contribute to the dynamic processes of information storing
and erasing at a dendritic branch as discussed above. Therefore,
intracellular Mg2+ may act as a modulator of branch-specific informa-
tion turnover, behaving like a “memory molecule”. Notably, it takes
tens-of-minutes to hours for [Mg2+]i to mediate an equilibrium con-
figurational transition. Interestingly, this timescale coincides with that
of short-term or daily memory turnover, raising a speculation that
intracellularMg2+might be amolecular substrate of short-termordaily

memory. However, direct evidence at the branch level is required to
test this hypothesis in future in vivo studies.

Translational implications
Lastly, we discussed translational implications of synaptic configura-
tion. Aging and neurodegeneration perpetuate pronounced changes
in synaptic connectivity across different brain regions in both humans
and non-human primates33–37, hallmarked by reduced synapse density
and increased synaptic weight (or structural size) in the remaining
synapses, consistent with our observations on hippocampal synapses
in aging rodents. These long-lasting connectivity changes, resembling
the DLoPrHi configuration, impair the dynamic balance between DLoPrHi

and DHiPrLo configurations, perhaps compromising the ability of
information encoding relevant to learning. Such a scenario may be
more detrimental in brain regions, like the hippocampus and pre-
frontal cortex, that require dynamic memory turnover to maintain
persistent ability of learning and working/short-term memory.

To protect learning and memory against aging, reversing the
synaptic configuration towards the DHiPrLo mode might be a plausible
approach. In support, our in vivo experiments demonstrate that the
restoration of hippocampal synaptic configuration in aged animals,
towards that in young animals, coincides with their improved learning
and memory. Thus, targeting synaptic configuration by manipulating
intracellular Mg2+ concentration may have a therapeutic potential for
treating cognitive impairments caused by aging and neurodegenera-
tive diseases in humans (see Supplementary Notes). Indeed, clinical
studies have reported that brain Mg2+ supplementation by oral intake
of MgT (also known as L-TAMS) improves cognitive functions of
individuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI)107, patients with
mild-to-moderate Alzheimer’s disease108,109, and attention-deficit/
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)110.

Overall, our findings reveal that the synaptic configuration is a
biomarker indicating branch-specific synaptic computations and
underscore an important role of intracellular Mg2+, as a crucial reg-
ulator of configuration, in maintaining brain health and rejuvenating
aging brains (see also Supplementary Notes). More importantly,
besides intracellular Mg2+, these findings further suggest that any
synaptic configuration-regulating factors would be potential ther-
apeutic targets for preventing, mitigating, or perhaps reversing brain
aging and neurodegeneration.

Methods
Animals
Neonatal Sprague-Dawley (S.D.) rats of both sexes were obtained from
Vital River Laboratory (Beijing, China) or Anhui Medical School Animal
Facility (Hefei, China). Adult male rats were also acquired from Vital
River Laboratory and housed in temperature- and humidity-controlled
rooms under a 12-h light-dark cycle. The rats were randomly assigned
to either the control group or the magnesium L-threonate (MgT)
supplement group. As previously described in our study83, MgT
(604mg kg-1 d-1, equivalent to 50mgkg-1 d-1 of elemental Mg2+) was
administered via ad libitum water intake starting at 12months of age.
The average daily water intake was measured to be ∼ 30ml. At
26months of age, both control and MgT-treated animals were sub-
jected to behavior tests for learning and memory using water maze
(see ‘Water maze’). Then, at 28months of age, these animals were
anesthetized with intraperitoneal injection of chloral hydrate
(400mgkg-1) and subsequently sacrificed for histology and electron
microscopy imaging. For someexperiments, separate groups of young
adult rats (6months of age), aged rats (24months of age), and aged
rats (24months of age) supplemented with MgT (starting from
16months of age) were sacrificed for histological comparisons. The
animal protocols adhered to the guidelines and were approved by the
Institutional Committees on Animal Care of Tsinghua University
and USTC.
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Culture of hippocampal neurons
High-density primary cultures of hippocampal CA3–CA1 pyramidal
neurons obtained from neonatal S.D. rats (< 24 h) were utilized in this
study, following the protocols described in our previous studies38,111. In
brief, the dissociated cells were plated and cultured on 1# coverslips
(8mm×8mm) in a water jacket incubator (ThermoFisher) maintained
at 37 °C, 5% CO2, and saturated humidity for a minimum of 14 days
in vitro (d.i.v.) before experimentation. The culturemedium contained
a physiological concentration of 0.8 or 1.2mM [Mg2+]o (for rationales,
see Supplementary Notes) and a constant level of 1.2mM [Ca2+]o. For
experiments, cultures aged 18.69 ± 1.92 (mean ± SD) d.i.v. were uti-
lized. In the standard working solution for imaging, both [Ca2+]o and
[Mg2+]o were set at 1.2mM to achieve a [Ca2+]o/[Mg2+]o ratio of one.
However, in certain experiments, the [Ca2+]o/[Mg2+]o ratio was acutely
increased to four by elevating [Ca2+]o to 4.8mM while maintaining
[Mg2+]o at 1.2mM. This adjustment aimed to enhance the Ca2+ influx in
triggering vesicle release during action potential (AP) propagation by
mitigating the inhibitory effect of extracellular Mg2+ on Ca2+ channels.
All pre-treatments were administered within the home incubator prior
to transfer to the working solution for imaging. Each timepoint/con-
dition was repeated by individual coverslips derived from a minimum
of three individual batches of cultures. For all culture experiments, an
individual coverslip was taken as a “biological repeat”.

Pharmacological treatments
To investigate the impact of various signaling pathways on the
synaptic configuration, specific drugswere introduced into the culture
medium and incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO2, and saturated humidity for a
duration ranging from 10min to 4 h prior to imaging. The following
drugs and concentrations were utilized (Supplementary Table 2): AP5
(20μM), ifenprodil (1μM), glutamate (5μM), imipramine (1μM), TNF-α
(100pgml-1), sTNFR1 (10 pgml-1), 8-Br-cAMP (10μM), PKI14-22
(0.25μM), andBDNF (10 ngml-1). To counteract the effects of TNF-α, 8-
Br-cAMP, or glutamate on synaptic configuration, concurrent admin-
istration of [Mg2+]o at an extra concentration of 0.4mM (to a final
1.2mM in concentration) or imipramine at a concentration of 1μMwas
implemented alongside each drug.

Imaging systems
Imaging experiments were conducted in a perfusion chamber (RC-
27NE2; Warner) integrated into a custom-made mini-incubator, which
maintained control over CO2 levels (5%), temperature (33–35 °C), and
humidity (saturated). The working solutionwas continuously perfused
through the chamber using a peristaltic pump (Gilson) and pre-
warmed to 33–35 °C using a line heater (SC-20 and TC344C; Sutter).

Three different imaging systems were employed in this study: a
regular confocal system (FV300 or FV1000; Olympus), a spinning disk
confocal system (Yokogawa), and an ultrafast imaging system (cus-
tom-made). The regular confocal system was utilized for imaging
[Mg2+]i, FM dyes, and immunofluorescence of histology. A stack of
fluorescence imageswas captured at a resolution of 1024 × 1024pixels,
with a pixel size of 0.05754μm and a z-step of 0.5μm. The spinning
disk confocal system was used for imaging Ca2+ activity at a resolution
of 512 × 512 pixels, with a pixel size of 0.1151μm and a frame rate of
36Hz. In certain experiments, this systemalso captured a z-stack of FM
images (0.5 μmz-step) at the same resolutions, albeit in a slowermode.
The ultrafast imaging system was employed to investigate the invol-
vement and percentage of GluN2B*NMDARs mediated Ca2+ influx in
dendritic spines. Images were acquired at a resolution of 512 × 512
pixels, with a pixel size of 0.1151μm and a frame rate of 2000 Hz.

For most experiments, a 60 ×water-immersion objective lens
(UplanSApo 60 ×W N.A. 1.20; Olympus) was used. The z-stack images
were subsequently projected at maximum intensity for post hoc ana-
lysis using ImageJ (NIH). Time-lapse images were registered and
automatically analyzed using CaImAn112, an automated pipeline

specifically designed for Ca2+ activity analysis (see ‘Calcium imaging
and analysis’).

Measurement of intracellular magnesium concentration
Tomeasure [Mg2+]i in boutons or neurites, we utilized the fluorescence
of Magnesium Green-acetoxymethyl (AM) ester (MgGrn; 5μM) (Sup-
plementary Table 2). Prior to imaging, the cells were incubated with
MgGrn for 30min and then transferred to medium absent of MgGrn
for 15min (to wash out extracellular dye) under the afore-
mentioned culture conditions. A stack of MgGrn images was acquired
using the imaging systems described earlier and subsequently pro-
jected atmaximum intensity for post hoc analysis. Importantly, MgGrn
imaging was performed before any electrical stimulations were deliv-
ered to avoid potential confounds introduced by evoked Ca2+

responses.
FollowingMgGrn imaging, the release probability (Pr) of the same

boutons was measured by staining with FM4-64 or FM5-95, which was
elicited by a 30AP@0.5Hz stimulation. For details on FM staining,
please refer to the section ‘Detection of vesicle turnover’. To compare
[Mg2+]i among boutons with diverse volumes (sizes), the intensity of
MgGrn fluorescence was normalized by the bouton volume. Bouton
volumewas estimated by quantifying the total fluorescence of FM4-64
labeled by a 600AP@10Hz stimulation, known as the ‘maximum sti-
mulation’ protocol113. This protocol induces vesicle release for all the
releasable vesicles in individual boutons113. The measurement of FM
staining with the 600AP stimulation was performed after Pr mea-
surement. The contours of individual boutons were determined using
the 600AP+ puncta. For themeasurement of neurite [Mg2+]i, theMgGrn
fluorescence was normalized by the volume of individual neurite
segments38.

To calibrate the absolute value of [Mg2+]i in boutons, subsequent
to loading MgGrn into the cytoplasm, neurons were incubated in a
Tyrode solution containing 10μM A-23187 (a divalent ionophore;
Invitrogen), 0.05–1.6mMMg2+, and0mMCa2+ for 15min to equilibrate
intracellular and extracellularMg2+ concentrations. Following confocal
imaging of MgGrn, boutons were stained with FM4-64 elicited by the
600AP stimulation to estimate bouton volume. Normalizing MgGrn
fluorescence in individual boutons by bouton volume, as mentioned
above, the average normalized MgGrn fluorescence of boutons in the
area of interest (AOI) was used to generate the calibration curve. This
curve was fitted by the Hill equation, allowing us to calculate the
absolute concentration of [Mg2+]i.

Detection of vesicle turnover
To visualize vesicle turnover in single boutons, we employed styryl
dyes including FM1-43 (10μM), FM4-64 (20μM), or FM5-95 (20μM)
(Supplementary Table 2), following the previously described
protocols38,85,111. In brief, the labeling procedure for vesicle turnover
consisted of three steps: loading, washout, and unloading (refer to
Supplementary Fig. 1a). Working solutions were pre-warmed and per-
fused into the chamber through aperistaltic pump.During loading, FM
molecules were taken up by released vesicles that were elicited by
different stimulation patterns such as 30AP@0.5Hz, 6 × 5AP@100Hz
(or other bursting patterns as shown in Supplementary Fig. 1b), or
600AP@10Hz. APs were evoked by a field stimulus (1ms, 50mA per
pulse) generated by a stimulus isolator (A385; WPI) and delivered via
parallel platinum electrodes placed at an 8mm distance (RC-27NE2;
Warner). After loading, nonspecific FM labelingwaswashedout using a
solution containing low [Ca2+]o (0.4mM) and the quencher ADVASEP-7
(300μM) (Supplementary Table 2). Importantly, the washout process
did not affect the endocytosed FM in vesicles38,85,111.

To exclude artifacts introduced by unhealthy boutons, an
unloading procedurewasperformed to testwhether the dyes could be
exocytosed after delivering a 480AP@2Hz stimulation. Images were
captured (as described in the ‘Imaging systems’ section) after washout
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(F1) and unloading (F2), and the difference (F2–F1) was used to quantify
the number of released vesicles in single boutons.

During the loading and unloading procedures, kynurenic acid
(200μM) or a combination of NBQX (10μM) and AP5 (50μM) (Sup-
plementary Table 2) was applied to block synaptic transmission111. The
Pr or Prburst was measured using quantal analysis as previously
described111. Briefly, the fluorescence of a quantal release (FQ) was
measured by FM staining elicited by a single AP. The number of
released vesicles per bouton (Nv) after 30 APs was calculated by
dividing FQ by its fluorescence, and subsequently, Pr was determined
by Nv/30. To measure D, the number of FM+ puncta per unit area of
distal dendritic branches (shaft diameter in mean ± SD was 0.62 ±0.21
μm) was quantified. Dendrites were identified by post hoc labeling of
microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2, a dendritic skeleton protein,
see ‘Histology’), and their diameters were measured from corre-
sponding differential interference contrast (DIC) images.

Calcium imaging and analysis
Synaptic Ca2+ imaging was conducted using a spinning disk confocal
system (Yokogawa) equipped with a high-speed CCD camera (Andor).
When imaging Ca2+ in boutons, kynurenic acid (200μM) or a combi-
nation of NBQX (10μM) and AP-5 (50μM) was added to the working
solution to exclude the involvement of NMDARs andprevent recurrent
activity. For Ca2+ imaging in spines, NBQX (10μM)was administered to
exclude the participation of AMPARs. In some experiments, Ro25-6981
(1μM) was applied to selectively block GluN2B*NMDARs.

The evoked change in fluorescence (ΔF/F0) in single boutons or
spines was quantified by averaging the responses from 30 sweeps
(when stimulated by 30AP@0.5Hz) or 6 sweeps (when stimulated by
6 × 5AP@100Hz). To determine the total amount of 1AP-evoked Ca2+

influx in a single spine (referred to as wCa), the area under the ΔF/F0
curve during the evoked Ca2+ event was calculated and averaged from
30 repeats. For quantifying wCaburst , the area under the ΔF/F0 curve
during a burst-evoked Ca2+ event was calculated and averaged from 6
repeats, and the value was further divided by 5 to normalize it to the
number of APs in the burst.

To simultaneously image spine Ca2+ activity and presynaptic
vesicle release, Ca2+ activity in spines wasmeasured in the presence of
FM5-95 (20μM) and NBQX (10μM). This allowed for recording the
sweeps of evoked Ca2+ activity while visualizing AP-induced vesicle
turnover (refer to ‘Detection of vesicle turnover’) in the same synapses.
We compared the strength of vesicle release (Pr or Prburst) with and
without NMDAR blockade using AP5 (50μM) and found no significant
difference between the two conditions, indicating that asynchronous
release did not significantly affect our measurements of release
probability.

Time-lapse images were aligned using the Image J (NIH) plugin
‘stabilizer’ and then analyzed using an automated pipeline CaImAn112,
with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold set at > 1.5. The threshold
of 1.5 × SNRwasdeterminedempirically basedon a consensus between
automated extraction of Ca2+ events and manual proofreading.

Visualization of GluN2B in spines
To visualize and quantify the presence of GluN2B in individual den-
dritic spines, two types of fluorescent proteins were transfected into
cultured neurons: CaMKIIα-mKate2 (serving as a structuralmarker and
internal control for expression level) and CaMKIIα-GFP-GluN2B (GFP-
fused GluN2B subunits)61. To quantify the relative amount of trans-
fected GluN2B in each spine ([GluN2B]Sp), the fluorescence intensity of
GFP (FGFP) was divided by the fluorescence intensity of mKate2
(FmKate2) within each individual spine. This normalization process
considers the variations in spine volume and gene expression
levels among different spines. The resulting ratio, FGFP/FmKate2, repre-
sents the relative abundance of exogenous GluN2B in each
individual spine.

Plasmids and transfection
To transduce the plasmids encoding CaMKIIα-Synaptophysin-
GCaMP6f, CaMKIIα-GCaMP6f, CaMKIIα-mKate2, and CaMKIIα-GFP-
GluN2B into cultured neurons, the Ca2+ phosphate protocol was
employed114 (for plasmids and reagents, see Supplementary Table 2).
The process involved mixing the plasmids and CaCl2 in Hank’s
balanced solution to achieve a final DNA concentration of 20 ngμl-1

immediately before transfection. The DNA–Ca2+-phosphate solution,
with homogenous precipitates formed, was then applied to the cul-
tured neurons on coverslips. The coverslips with the transfected
neurons were incubated for 1 h under conditions of 5% CO2, 37 °C, and
saturated humidity. Subsequently, the precipitates were dissolved by
transferring the coverslips to an incubator with 10% CO2 and 37 °C for
15–20min. Finally, the coverslips were returned to the original incu-
bator with 5% CO2, 37 °C, and saturated humidity to allow for gene
expression. The transfected neurons, with a transfection rate ranging
from 18% to 59%, were used for imaging purposes after maturation,
which corresponds to > 1week after the transfection. As a validation, it
was observed that the transfection process itself did not have any
effect on vesicle release probability (Supplementary Fig. 5b).

Histology
Cultured neurons. A strategy of retrograde immunofluorescence was
employed for multiple rounds of labeling presynaptic proteins in a
synaptic network (for a schematic, see Supplementary Fig. 6a),
employing the method of ‘Single-synapse analysis using FM1-43 and
immunofluorescence imaging array’ (SAFIA) as previously described38.
After imaging FM1-43 in the AOI with dimensions of 58.9μm×58.9μm
(see ‘Detection of vesicle turnover’), the culture coverslips were incu-
bated in normal Tyrode solution with [Ca2+]o at 1.2mM for 20min.
Then, they were fixed in a solution of 1% paraformaldehyde (E.M.S.),
0.01% glutaraldehyde (Alfa Aesar), and 4% sucrose in 1 × PBS (pH 7.4)
for 1 h at room temperature (RT). The fixatives were gently washed out
several times using Tris buffer (pH 7.6), which consisted of Tris Base
25mM, Tris-HCl 25mM, and NaCl 150mM (filtered through a 0.22μm
film before use).

Next, the coverslips were permeabilized and blocked in a freshly
prepared blocking solution (in Tris buffer) containing 1% BSA, 0.1%
saponin, and 300μM ADVASEP-7 for 1.5 h at RT. This was followed by
several rounds of immunostaining. In each round, two to threeprimary
antibodies (1:200–1:500) are incubated for 2–4 h at RT, followed by
incubation with fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies
(1:200–1:500) for 2 h at RT (for antibodies, see Supplementary
Table 2). Confocal fluorescent images were then captured in the AOI,
with light-field DIC images used for recognizing landmarks. After each
round of staining, the antibodies were eluted by a stripping buffer
(0.2M NaOH and 0.015% SDS in deionized water) for 20min at RT,
repeated twice. The coverslips were rinsed in Tris buffer for over 1 h at
RT to wash out SDS. Confocal imaging validated that < 1% fluorescent
signal of presynaptic proteins remained in individual boutons after
elution as compared to before (Supplementary Fig. 6b). Extreme care
was taken to avoid cell detachment during this process. The coverslips
were then subjected to the next round of immunostaining using 2–3
primary antibodies, with one antibody used as an internal quality
control and landmark for image registration indata analyses. Typically,
amaximumof 4–5 roundsof immunostaining couldbeperformedona
culture coverslip (Supplementary Fig. 6c).

Specifically, for immunostaining the extracellular epitope of
GluA2*AMPARs, the neurons were incubated for 1 h at RT in the
blocking solution with anti-GluA2 antibody (dilution, 3μgml-1) but
with no addition of any detergents to keep the membrane intact. This
procedure was performed after measuring Pr in the same synapses
using FM1-43 (see ‘Detection of vesicle turnover’).

For analyzing images using the SAFIA approach in cultured neu-
rons, the acquired images were initially coarsely aligned using ‘Rigid
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Body Registration’115 and then further refined using ‘UnwarpJ’116 in
Image J (NIH) to correct any physical distortions present. To normalize
the fluorescence intensity of VGLUT1 and each individual CaSP
(referred to as [CaSPi]) within individual boutons, they were initially
divided by their respective median values in the bouton population.
The size of each bouton was estimated based on the normalized
quantity of VGLUT1fluorescence (referred to as [VGLUT1]), as there is a
well-established correlation between [VGLUT1] and the total number
of vesicles in individual boutons38. To quantify the collective impact of
all CaSPs on vesicle releasewithin a bouton, the geometricmean of the
quantity of all CaSPs (referred to as [CaSPs]) was calculated using the
following formula

CaSPs½ �=

Q

i
CaSPi

� �

VGLUT1½ �
ð14Þ

where CaSPi represents the ith CaSP, ∏ is the product operator.

Tissue slices. For immunostaining on ultrathin tissue slices of the
hippocampus, procedures were taken as previously described38. In
detail, the rats were anesthetized and transcardially perfused with
1 × PBS and fixative solution (1% paraformaldehyde and 0.01% glu-
taraldehyde in 1 × PBS), subsequently. The CA1 stratum radiatum (s.r.)
region of hippocampus was then sectioned at 100 μm thickness using
a vibratome (VT1000S; Leica). These sections were further trim-
med into < 1mm2 square blocks for either immunostaining or electron
microscopy imaging (see ‘Electron microscopy-based 3D recon-
struction’). The tissue blocks for immunostaining were treated with
1% tannic acid (Sigma) for 1 h, followed by treatment with 1% uranyl
acetate in maleate acid buffer (pH 6.0) for 1 h. Subsequently, the
blocks were dehydrated sequentially in 50%, 70%, 80%, 95%, 100%,
and 100% ethanol containing 1% paraphenylenediamine (PPD, Sigma)
for 15min each. The tissue blocks were then infiltrated with a mixture
of ethanol and LRWhite resin in various ratios, followed bypure resin,
with each infiltration step lasting for 1 h. Finally, the blocks were
placed in capsules filled with LR White resin and polymerized in a
55 °C oven for 48 h (for related reagents, see Supplementary Table 2).
Ultrathin slices of 70 nm thickness were cut and mounted on cover-
slips for immunostaining, using primary antibodies for synaptic pro-
teins at 1:300, incubated at 4 °C overnight and secondary antibodies
at 1:500, incubated at RT for 2 h (for antibodies, see Supplementary
Table 2).

Electron microscopy-based 3D reconstruction
Tissue blocks were dissected from the CA1 s.r. region of aged rats at
28months of age, as described in the ‘Histology’ section. Thedissected
blocks were then post-fixed in a solution containing 1% osmium tetr-
oxide and 1.5% potassium ferricyanide in Maleate buffer (pH 6.0) for
1 h. Subsequently, the blocks were stained with 3% uranyl acetate for
1 h. After staining, the blocks underwent a series of dehydration steps
using sequential ethanol concentrations (50%, 70%, 80%, 95%, and
100%) for 15min each. Following dehydration, the blocks were treated
with 100% propylene oxide twice for 10min each. These procedures
were performed while keeping the blocks on ice. The next step
involved the infiltration of the blocks with a mixture of 50% propylene
oxide and 50% epoxy resin for 60min at RT, followed by pure epoxy
resin for 24 h at 4 °C. The blocks were then transferred to embedment
molds filled with pure epoxy resin and placed in a 60 °C oven for 24 h
to allow polymerization (for related reagents, see Supplementary
Table 2).

Serial ultrathin slices with a thickness of 70 nm were cut using a
diamondknife on amicrotome (Leica) andmountedon silicon chips to
enhance electro-conductivity. The slices were subsequently stained
with 3% uranyl acetate and 0.4% (w/v) lead citrate in sequential steps.
Images of the slices were captured using a scanning electron

microscopy (Supra55, Zeiss) with specific imaging parameters (10 keV,
8000× 8000 pixels, 2 nm pixel-1, 15μs pixel-1). To correct any distor-
tions, the serial electron microscopy images were registered using
UnwarpJ in ImageJ116. The registered images were then utilized for the
reconstruction of synapses. Individual synapses were randomly
selected and reconstructed in 3D using the TrakEM2 plugin in
Image J117.

Water maze
A circular metal tank of 150 cm in diameter and 50cm in depth was
filled with 22 °Cwater, 30 cm inwater depth. In the training session, an
acrylic platform (15 cm indiameter) was set in the center of a quadrant,
immersed in the pool, with the upper surface 2 cm below the water.
Four spatial cues distinct in shape and colorwereplaced evenly around
the tank. The training session was split into two 4 days, 5 trials per day
with an 1 h inter-trial interval. The positions into the water were ran-
domly selected. In each training trial, an individual ratwas allowed for a
maximum90 s staying in the water. During this period, if the rat found
the platform, it was allowed for standing on the platform for 30 s and
then dried by towels and returned to the home cage prewarmed by a
37 °C heater; otherwise, it was guided to the platform, standing for
30 s. The latency (90 s at maximum) to reach the platform was recor-
ded to generate the learning curve. After the training session, each rat
was tested in the water maze for 90 s in the absence of platform
3 days after the last training trial, and the percentage of time spent in
the quadrants was analyzed. The data were recorded and analyzed
automatedly by a behavioral system (EthoVision XT, Noldus,
Netherlands).

Information entropy
Information entropy of individual presynaptic boutons was calculated
using the Shannon’s formula102, as follows.

HðPrÞ= � ½Pr � log2 Prð Þ+ 1� Prð Þ � log2 1� Prð Þ� ð15Þ

For each dendritic branch, the density of information entropy of pre-
synaptic boutons was calculated by the total entropy of the synapses
per unit area of dendrites.

Statistics
The normality of the data was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test, and
based on the results, either nonparametric or parametric statistical
tests were chosen. For comparing two groups, paired or unpaired t-
tests were used, depending on the nature of the data and the study
design. When multiple comparisons were made, one-way or two-way
ANOVA was performed, followed by post hoc Bonferroni’s test to
determine specific group differences. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
was employed to compare distributions between groups. All statistical
tests were two-sided, meaning that both the possibility of a positive
and a negative effect was considered. The significance level was set at
P <0.05. GraphPad Prism software was used for conducting all the
statistical analyses.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All data are available in the main text or the supplementary materi-
als. Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability
The codes used in this study are open-source and accessible online.
github.com/flatironinstitute/CaImAn.
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